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Abstract

This tutorial is meant for a broad audience: Students, researchers, biologists and
computer scientist interested in (a) an overview of general and efficient algorithms
for statistical learning used in computational biology, (b) sequence kernels for the
problems such as promoter or splice site detection. No specific knowledge will be
required since the tutorial is self-contained and most fundamental concepts are
introduced during the course.
The slides and additional tutorial material are available at http://www.fml.
mpg.de/raetsch/projects/gcbtutorial
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Introduction

The Machine Learning field evolved from the broad field of Artificial Intelligence, which
aims to mimic intelligent abilities of humans by machines. In the field of Machine Learning
one considers the important question of how to make machines able to “learn”. Learning
in this context is understood as inductive inference, where one observes examples that
represent incomplete information about some “statistical phenomenon”. In supervised
learning, there is a label associated with each example. It is supposed to be the answer to
a question about the example. If the label is discrete, then the task is called classification
problem otherwise, for real-valued labels we speak of a regression problem. Based on
these examples (including the labels), one is particularly interested in predicting the
answer for other cases before they are explicitly observed. Hence, learning is not only a
question of remembering but also of generalization to unseen cases.
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Classification Algorithms

An important task in Machine Learning is classification, also referred to as pattern recognition, where one attempts to build algorithms capable of automatically constructing
methods for distinguishing between different exemplars, based on their differentiating
patterns. [39] described a pattern as “the opposite of chaos; it is an entity, vaguely
defined, that could be given a name”. Examples of patterns are human faces, text documents, handwritten letters or digits, EEG signals, and the DNA sequences that may
cause a certain disease. More formally, the goal of a (supervised) classification task is
to find a functional mapping between the input data X, describing the input pattern,
to a class label Y (e.g. 1 or +1), such that Y = f (X). The construction of the mapping is based on so-called training data supplied to the classification algorithm. The aim
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is to accurately predict the correct label on unseen data. A pattern (also: “example”)
is described by its features. These are the characteristics of the examples for a given
problem. For instance, in a face recognition task some features could be the color of the
eyes or the distance between the eyes. Thus, the input to a pattern recognition task can
be viewed as a two-dimensional matrix, whose axes are the examples and the features.
Pattern classification tasks are often divided into several sub-tasks:
• Data collection and representation.
• Feature selection and/or feature reduction.
• Classification.
Data collection and representation are mostly problem-specific. Therefore it is difficult
to give general statements about this step of the process. In broad terms, one should
try to find invariant features, that describe the differences in classes as best as possible.
Feature selection and feature reduction attempt to reduce the dimensionality (i.e. the
number of features) for the remaining steps of the task. Finally, the classification phase
of the process finds the actual mapping between patterns and labels (or targets). In many
applications the second step is not essential or is implicitly performed in the third step.
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Large Margin Classification Algorithms

Machine learning rests upon the theoretical foundation of Statistical Learning Theory [36]
which provides conditions and guarantees for good generalization of learning algorithms.
Within the last decade, large margin classification techniques have emerged as a practical
result of the theory of generalization. Roughly speaking, the margin is the distance of
the example to the separation boundary and a large margin classifier generates decision
boundaries with large margins to almost all training examples. The two most widely
studied classes of large margin classifiers are Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [2] and
Boosting [35, 26].
In this tutorial we mainly consider Support Vector Machines and its applications to
biological sequence analysis. SVMs work by mapping the training data into a feature
space by the aid of a so-called kernel function and then separating the data using a
large margin hyperplane (cf. Algorithm 1). Intuitively, the kernel computes a similarity
between two given examples. Most commonly used kernel functions are RBF kernels
k(x, x0 ) = exp(−||x − x0 ||2 ) and polynomial kernels k(x, x0 ) = (x · x0 )d . The SVM finds a
large margin separation between the training examples and previously unseen examples
will often be close to the training examples. Hence, the large margin then ensures that
these examples are correctly classified as well, i.e., the decision rule generalizes. For socalled positive definite kernels, the optimization problem can be solved efficiently and
SVMs have an interpretation as a hyperplane separation in a high dimensional feature
space [36, 27]. Support Vector Machines have been used on million dimensional data
sets and in other cases with more than ten million examples [32]. Research papers and
implementations can be downloaded from the kernel machines web-site http://www.
kernel-machines.org.
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Algorithm 1 Support Vector Machine with regularization parameter C and kernel k
Given labeled sequences x1 , . . . , xm and a kernel k, the SVM computes a function
f (s) =

m
X

αi k(xi , x) + b,

i=1

where the coefficients αi are found by solving the optimization problem
maximize

m
X

αi −

i=1

w.r.t.
subject to

m
m X
1X
αi αj yi yj k(xi , xj )
2 i=1 j=1

0 ≤ αi ≤ C for i = 1, . . . , m
m
X

αi yi = 0

i=1
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Kernels on Biological Sequence Analysis

One of the most important benefits of using kernel methods is that one can apply the
machinery developed for vector space methods directly to structured data. This is done
via the “kernel trick” which enables efficient convex optimization methods to be applied
to structured data such as sequences, trees and graphs. We will focus on kernels on
sequences, and the reader is referred to [28, 3, 7, 6, 10, 12] for more general structures. Our
introduction to string kernels will include their definition [13, 14], approaches to speed
up kernel computation [30, 38] and several examples of applications to gene sequence
comparison [22, 40, 23, 25, 32]. These kernels are the modeling tool that allow us to
apply the algorithms presented in the previously on complex data structures arising in
computational biology.
In the tutorial we discuss how a practitioner can construct kernels for a particular
application with an emphasis to
• the spectrum and weighted degree kernels,
• the combination of known kernels and
• kernel design guidelines.
Finally, we give a brief overview of publicly available software:
• machine learning and optimization toolboxes and
• efficient kernel implementations.
With the course we will provide access to a novel kernel learning toolbox, called shogun,
and give a tutorial introduction to the software (available at http://www.fml.mpg.de/
raetsch/projects/shogun).
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